’Am A
$oph" Day In Fu
THE NOBLEST MOTIVE

THE PUB= GOOD

SOPHOMORE CLASS MEN, WOMEN
HAVE FIRST RECOGNITION DAY
OF YEAR ON COLLEGE CAMPUS

Proudly proclaiming to all of the world, and to the rest of
the San Jose State student body in particular, "I Am a Soph,"
540 members of the sophomore class are parading around
Washington Square today in the first recognition day held by
the class of 1945.
Instigated by the class council as part of a new "pep program" planned for the winter quarter. "I Ama Soph" day officially commenced at 8 this morning and will continue throughVOL. XXXI
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Number 71 out the day to be climaxed
with the "For Sophs Only" dance
in lb, tilhWIPP.R Colter. 130 gat San Antonio street.
Dhetingia4fihig thentssiveslrosn the rest of the members of
the Spartan student WT. qp, ssphomores have adorned themselves with identification Mgt _ le by class vice-preeident
/Awe& Thop Nip, made of white ribbon and boldly dieUnto*
illy
still
-playing tbnigfolir on them. 91111_114pg
far as he Was con cerned,
stood waiting for his 8 o’clock
all ’students with the now-precious student badly card dolifilid
No! Year face is not your ticket.
geology class to assemble. Sub-,
Bids for the inter-fraternity "sophomore."
You need tin scrap to pass this
consciously he was reviewing
semi-formal dance to be held FebLewis announced that sophomores who have not as yet
wicket!
his morning lesson of paleozoic
ruary 5 will go on sale today, ac(And a dime.)
ebtelaed their tags may do so
fossils when down the hall came
cording to Bid Chairman Ronald
"Mike" Callahan.
bY presenting their ASB cards
George and Frank Thomas, two
Hadley. Members of all on-qampus
Our poetic night watchman addmembers ot Alice Hansen’s
social fraternities will have a few
to the members of the clam
ed this jingle to the story to make
physiology class, walking with
bids, while the Controller’s office
Council at the booths in the
sure freshmen do not forget to
an attractive young woman.
will handle the remaining bids.
quad and in pout of the Morris
bring a tin can to the Hobo Hop
George was carrying a peculiar
Price for the dance will be 91.25,
Monday night in the Women’s
Dailey Auditorium. Because ad
object under his arm that apincluding tax.
gymnasium.
the current metal shortage, pins
peared to Wally -to be a lane
Wishing to clear up a few points

TIN CANS WANTED Oh What He Said INTER-FRATERNITY
Blues DANCE BIDS GO
FOR ADMISSION Or Bone Pile
TO FlifSAMAIITIOVas
ON’SAIflODAY

All metal donated and used in
the decorations will ahorwahis be
given to the swap drive.
Ten cents and at least one tin
can or 15 cents will be charged
all who come to the dance. "The
can must be cleaned and flattened
or it will not be accepted," says
Jack Elmer.
The Hobo Hop is stag, and participants are expected to dress as
trampy as they are able to do, In
kel1nj1Ui the decoratibms. "The
WOrnan’s gpMwill have a great
junk pile in the middle of the
floor, around which freshmen will
dance, and on which they may
lounge," says Eleanor McConnell.
"Then there will be a hobp jungle
were the food will be served, gnd
lines of clothes hung up to dry."
"The refreshments will be ample
for the hungriest PEVer," says Pat
Cavanagh, chairman of the refreshment committee. "Cokes, ice
cream and nabiscos make up the
menu."
"Now it can be told," says Joan
Ross, chairman of the entertainment committee. "The Freshmen
Players will present et the Hobo
Hop the great dramatic triumph,
the celebrated play, ’Cinderella’,
produced in its entirety, of course,
and starring the talented vicepresident of the freshmen class,
Miss Mary Hooton, in the title
--

bone.
"Where did you Oak
that up, George; at the bone
4--yasd?" he shouted as
morning greeting.
The young woman stopped in
her tracks, too amazed to speak,
en proceeded towards the
gulping Wally, who by then had
realized how ambiguous was
his greeting. He tied up like
a turtle, but finally found
,stuttering words to explain that
he Meant the object George carried, not his companion. However, it won’t help this reporter
if he takes physiology, because
it was Miss Hansen, instructor
of physiology, with George!

Thdsaoeb te Ile held at the
Scottish Rite Temple from 9:00 to
1:00,
Friday,
February
ro
fsn
orta5.
P
the affair will be the advisers
of the six fraternities.
Members of Inter-fraternity include: Alpha Pi Omega, Beta
,a
mgPhi
iSSigma,
MC
Gamma
Delta
Patricia and Pitying Roll, and
Sigma Gamma, Oejta Theta OmeHarriett and Margaret Dicker:win, ga, and Sigma Gamma Omega.
two sets of twins, are to be featured in the coming annual recital
by the vocal students of San Jose

Twins Featured
In Vocal Recital

State’s Music department on Februin/ 16.
The twins will be heard in several duets, accompanied by Jane
Blasazza, pianist.
Taking place in the college Little Theater, the program will open
at 8 p.m.

EETILMARTS
FORSENIC SQUAD OVER STATION MC
Information received from California, U8F, and San Francisco
State concerning the Inter-collegiate Forum this Sunday resulted In
a complete change of program.
San Jose State will debate with
St. Mary’s from 4:00 to 4:30 on
station KFRC instead of the above
mentioned schools.
Representatives from this college will be Liberate Ruscigno and
Tom Pagenhart. Two senior varsity debaters will be sent by St.
Mary’s.
"The Crisis in War Man-Power"
will be the topic chosen for this
’briadcast, and the moderator will
be from San Jose.
In their effort to cover every
current subject, the varsity forensic squad will discuss the trends
in contemporary psychology at
their next regular meeting. The
program will be led by Dorothy
Hoyt,’ Bette Toland, and Keith
Thomas.

which have been bothering students about the dance, General
Chairman Joe Talbot said today,
"The dance is semi-formal, but
inter-fraternity has made this
rather elastic so that some fellows can take their tuxes out of
the moth-balls."
Commenting
further,
Talbot
stated, "Because of the fact that
this will be the only fraternity
dance of the querter, the Interfraternity council decided that
corsages will be the order of the

TrYOUts for the triangle meets
to begin on February 6 will be
held this Mondey afternoon In
room 49. Each entry must present an eight-minute formal talk
on the Toland-Pepper-Kilgore bill.
JUDGES NAMED
Other schools to participate in
these meets are Santa Clara sad
Stanford. Judges for this Monday
will be Ward Rasmus, Marie Carr,
and Wendell Johnson.
Four weeks in February will be
devoted to an all-college forensic
tournament to be held on this campus beginning the 8th of that
month.
Extemporaneous speaking will
be the first of four events scheduled for the tournament. Three
rounds will be held on the subject of our war program.
There will be one section devotIn groups of
ed to discussion.
five, students will present analysis,
(Continued on Page 4)

Lt. Meadows In
Oakland Hospital

Doug Montell
Talks To Marine
Reservists Friday

for attaching the tags are not
available in quantities so the sophs
One year ago Doug Montell
are urged to bring their own.
-broadcast Spartan cage contests
CLOSED DANCE TONIGHT
fropi the Men’s gym. Tomorrow
Highlighting the day’s activities
he returns to Washington Square
as Capt. Doug Montell, Marine will be the dance tonight. Closed
Corps procurement officer, to talk to all but soph student body card
to Marine reservists regarding holders, the dance will start at
7:30 and continue until 11. Stags
their future status.
rapt. Montell will speak in the are welcome.
Catering to the tastes of all In
Little Theater at 12:10 to members of the noon PEV class and the tray of entertainment mid diall other interested reservists. version, Al Gross, entertainment
Dean of Men Paul Pitman stresses head, has planned "a well-rehnded
the fact that 17-year-old men are evening of fun for alL’i-flays Gross,
especially urged to attend the "For those who want to dance,
meeting as this will be their last we have an evening of off-thethe
featuring
dancing
opportunity to contact a Marine record
Corps representative on the cam- smooth pieces of top bands. Howpus regarding enlistment in the ever, there will be ping-pong and
other games for non-dancers. ’IN";
Marine reserve.
Lt. Com. H. F. Taggart of the and mixer dances will occupy pert
Naval Procurement Board will of- of the evening’s festivities. Itbi
’last chance opportunity for purpose of these dances will ho to
17-year-olds to enlist on-campus in acquaint more sophomores
the Navy V-1 and V-5 programs each other."
NO "CRASHING"
when he returns to San Jose State
Sylvia Ronning, Sophomore Day
February 6.
Dean Pitman wishes to correct chairman, served %earning on "gate
his statement quoted incorrectly in crashers" by adding "an ex-sheep
yesterday’s Daily as to the possi- shearer who is now an amateur
bility of "exclusive" Navy instruc- barber" to her staff. Reputed to
tion here at San Jose State col- be a fiend with the shears, the
lege. "I do not say there is a barber has been instructed to give
chance of the college closing down a "soph bob" to anyone not in the
for regular students. If the Navy select group, who attempts to gain
comes, it will not be here exclu- entrance.
Refreshments will be served. To
sively."
Information ie nov-/ avntlidite in defray the cost incurred by., the
the Desn’s office regarding the op- dance, the council asks a ten-Oent
portunities offered by the U. S. contribution from all In attendance.
Army Institute.

Students and faculty members
of the college have been sending
mall to Lieutenant Weaver Meadows, Naval reserve and teacher
of this college, at the San Jose
hospital, which is the wrong address, Mrs. Weaver Meadows said
today._
Lieutenant Meadows is in.
kaOeht
Knoll Navy hospital in Oakland. All letters to him should
be sent to this address. , Mrs.
Meadows said that he "is going MIS&
very well," and that ’it shouldn’t
be long now until he can come
home."
Lieutenant Meadows was an associate professor of commerce at
this college for six years prior to
If you can portray a sweet,
his enlistment in the Navy last
July.
buxom, elderly lady with a murderous glint in her eyeif you can
leer at cowering victims in exxl
Karloff style--and sure if ye can
A rehearsal for the 1943
speak the dialect of old Ireland,
Revelries show, "Jest Among
you’d better be coming to tryouts
Ourselves", has been called for
for "Arsenic and Old Lace" totonight at 7:111 in room 53 in
and tomorrow at 4:00 in room
day
the Speech wing." The follow53
ing are requested to be there:
Kesseiring’s ’’hilarious
Joseph
Deane Healey, Mizilee Putphenomenon of combined mystery
man, Al Johnson, Pat Alexanand comedy drama, "Arsenic and
der, Leon Fletcher, Bailey TudLace", will be presented here
Old
der, John
Phillips, Dolores
of this quarter under the
laid
the
Dolph, Derrell Bond, Sylvia
direction of Wendell Johnson of
Ronidng, Katherine
Sinwell,
the Speech department. Mr. JohnMary Lon Montgomery, Lyman
son has asked that many students
Cooke, Henry Hammer and
out, regardless of whether they
try
Scrappy Squatrito.
have had any previous stage ex-

"ARSENIC ANIMIACE" TRYOUTS
HELD TODAY AND TOMORROW AT 4

Show Rehearsal

perience or not, for there are
many character parts in the cast.
Although there are only three
parts for girls in the play, all
three are leads, especially the two
dear but dangerous old maid aunts,
who murder lonely old men because they feel sorry for them.
The other female part is Elaine
Harper, a young girl In her 20’s,
who is engaged to practically the
only sane male of the cast, Mortimer, the aunts’ young nephew.
For male students interested in
doing
HORRIFIC characterizations, the part of Jonathan, the
criminally insane brother of the
aunts, who resembles Boris Karloft, will offer a good opportunity.
(Continued on Page 4)
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---EDITORIALS-

ilm’s A Thought

DAY EDITOR (this issue) W/LMA SABELMAN

DAILY. THURSDAY, JANUARY 28, 1943

Spartans In
The light - - By Bob Pope

A critic it a legless man who teaches runr..1

DAY ISIXTORS-Dick Fry. boyd Haight Jam Hubbard.
Tom binallidl. Wanes Triehhig.
EDITORIAL STAFF-Harry l’arroIL lacqui forgsns,,,,
Claire Lows. Bill Mitchell. Loren Mohasco. Bob Popo,
Gerry Reynolds. Floyd Resewalle. Maxine &pea, Jerry
Vroom, Ed Waite. Miriam Womack.
ADVERTISING STAFF-lack Howard. Sill Mitchell.
Bob Montilla. Bob Emelt
Editorials and features appearing in the Spartan Daily
reflect the viewpoint of the writer and make no claire to
represent student opinion, nor are they necessarily ex.
/omissive of the Daily’s own policy. Unsigned editorials
are by the editor.

ANNING POLLOCK.

(Ed. Note: I would appreciate
it’ll any student who has letters
Many al our readers will no doubt agree that the quota- from ex-Spartans in the service
tion appeals* above is applicable to a few faculty critics of would let me print them either in
part or entirety. You may bring
the Spartan Daily.
the letters or written excerpts
---Our-paper has beert_alticized
all and we we from them to me in the Publicat2
appreciative and interested in itwhen it comes from those tions office.)
This letter is from Private Erie
who possess a knowledge of the problems encountered in
newspaper publication. However, when one who has no con- Madison. whe is stationed at the
U. S. Naval_ Air Station in San
ception of these difficulties feels prompted to offer vast amounts
Diego.
of advice through our contributors’ columns, we are inclined to
"Good news! I was one of the
100k upon it lightly and consider it the writing of a crank
four highest out of 180 men in
We realize that it is our duty to fulfill an obligation to the competitive exams. I had a larger
students and faculty by offering them a publication that is choke of training schools than
anyone else. I chose photography,
readable, interesting, and informative.. For the most part we
though." (Pvt. Madison was chief
believe that we have discharged this obligation faithfully and photographer for La Torre until
well. We may add. however, that we are also aware of the he left last November for the Mafact that it is imps. bible to please everyone and do not Ty to rines.)
k Ink dot promos to accept *Tory auck-pot scheme "In these tests I had a grade
of-93-per-eent-I,4an-400 per cent
that comes along.
In math, and 94 per cent in a raWe strongly adhere to the belief that "a critic is a legless dio aptitude test. The officer tried
man who teaches running."
-Long.
his darndest to get me to take
meteorology or aerial torpedo
hool, but I stuck fast and got
what I wanted.
"I am now waiting at this base
ORS’
UMN at Balboa Park to be -shipped to
(Note: In the future, all letters train’s! in political theory. (Or am some photo school in the U. S.-1
don’t-know where or when.- I
appearing in this column must not I "psyehologker T)
may leave, tomorrow, or it may be
4ftatel4200-words, as space on t
a few more weekÆ
page is limited.-Ed.) _
advance a better analysis at a dan-"Knew- anyone who
gerous Idea -other than the view
wife? I can do everything
that there is something wrong
but cook. I have to do my own
with my motivesthen, I apologize
washing, ironing, pressing, mendto Augustus Bullmore.
Dear Thrust and Parry:
ing and many other details. I’m
My motive here is fun, "jest
Our discussion has been added
really getting good at ironing.
to, but not advanced. The points among ourselves".
Those military shirts and uniforms
from which our psychologists deJoin in, folks; it is all in the have to be ironed and pressed to
duced their conclusions are false, public good, and the adsnon
_a _I%
irrelevant and immaterial. Here’s quirement is only a noble inonie:
"So goodby, and don’t let a draft
why:
Owen M. Broyles.
blow you away. By the way, are
1. I do not say use of the slogan leads to unwise results so far Dear Mr. Broyles:
as the Spartan Daily is concerned,
You seem to have read my stuff.
but that it is potentially danger- Therefore you must be the only
ous as a guide to social policy.
one. Nobody else mentioni having
2. "The Noblest Motive (is) the read my stuff. However, you don’t
Public Good" is meaningless and seem to like it. Evidently it is
offers no means of test, hence ul- not funny. The only possible contimately it leads to force and arbi- clusion, then, is that since nobody
Mr. Frank Callahan, San Jose
trary rule when dispute arises.
but you reads my stuff and you
I have shown that the slogan is don’t think it’s funny, I should not State college night watchman, has
written a song which will be
one of fascism and is to be sus- write it. I won’t,
mimeographed and sent to, students
It is like the-"believe,
pected.
-On the other liana, everyone, and faculty members who leave
obey, fight" of Mussolini, or the
reads your stuff. Everybody thinks self-addressed, stamped envelopes
magic call of "Hell
It is funny. You can take my place in the Daily office.
In my original exposition and
since you are much funnier.
About 100 copies of this song are
letters I explained why the presAugustus Bullmore (RIP).
being made, under the direction of
ent slogan should be discarded
Miss Eleanor- Joy -of the-Music
(just as was the foolish view of
Women Physical Education Ma- department, so It will be "first
Voltaire). Since ideals are many
and methods are varied, no slogan jors: Don’t forget the volleyball come, first served". The melody,
tournament and spread this after- an old Irish air, has been arranged
at all would be best of all.
What were the motives of the noon, 4:00-6:30, in the gym. Special by Crawford Gates, MUsic student
psychologists and how have they attractionone appearance only here. ,
Available next ’week, the song is
substantiated them? Are they de- a faculty team!!! Fun, frolic, food,
published here for the first -time.
free (for 20e):!!!!
fending the slogan as an ide
TILL JOHNNY COMES HOME
a bit of decoration in keeping with
Chapel Committee: There will
PROM THE WAR
the fine technical qualities of the
Spartan Daily, or the fact that be a short meeting in Dean Pit- (Respectfully and lovingly dedicated to the mothers of Sparta’s
no one knows who reads the Daily man’s arke at noon today.--Linda
Jeanne
Ferrel.
service men.)
proved?
and so no harm can be
(Now here is a song any Mother
Or, do they hold that social moLost:
Gregg shorthand book,
can sing,
tives can be analyzed .. that social
good is immediately measurable Monday. If found, please return Whose heart’s in the skies where
her own son’s a-wing;
and attainable . . that there are to Lula Markle, YWCA, or the
social laws that wise men can Lost and Found department.-L. S. Or with her brave lad, where he
sails the wild sea;
know and employ for common benAuditorium Ushers: See notice Or in some foul land where no his
efit . . that there is such certitude
man should be:
in social psychology that psycholo- in Music building for the ballet
gists can advise when people are on Monday night. A sell-out is And hers not to question the how
or the why,
acting "in noblest motive and in expected, so a complete sign-up is
But sing while they fight, and to
necessary.
the public good"?
weep should they die.
Counting noses is no way to win
There will be a meeting of all It’s ever the lot of the Mothers to
an intellectual discussion, and in
givethis instance, four psychologists freshmen today in room 34 at 4:30.
(Continued
on Page 4)
John
Jamison.
for
an
economist
match
no
are

Thrust And Parry.
Ho.Hum - - -

Night Watchman
Writes War Song
Copies Available

FROM HUNGER By Tom Marshall
Spurred on by his success in
scaring the members of the %i’ar
class last year. Broyles is
asking for a -mew-job as soenerio writer for Smello pictures in Hollywood. His first job will be to
write a horror picture entitled
"Frankenstein Meets Dracula in
Blood -Splattered Living Room Deeorated With Omni and Old Lace"
or "The Bohsey Twins Get a
Sawed-off Shotgun."

With a letter from FDR and
special permission from that walking dictionary, Orson Broyles t
lanai thrice), I will try once more
to fulfill the noblest motive that
I have-attempting to give the students-a- bit of humor----.-Shis in
spite of the fact that I ’Isie to
compete with a very witty EcoWitty Economics
nomies proL
prof (at least Pm half right);
that’s Eauphrainizzian for: he got
tired of boring the defenseless kids
in his clamps; so he decided to
branch out and bore the rest of
the student body through the medium of the Thurst and Parry
column.
While on the subject of mr.
broyles, I am reminded of a conversation I ove-heimr -vesterda
between two of his students in one
of his Econ classes. Hey, Sam, how
about cutting Broyles’ class this
afternoon and going to a show?"
"Sorry, old man, I need the
sleep."
you poor civilians getting anything
to eat nowadays?
"Viva La Torrel’ ."Good luck,
"Erie,
"temper Fidelis."
Most of you students like to
hear what our boys are doing in
the service, and what they like to
do. The ’only way the students as
a whole can enjoy the letters is
for you few students who are
lucky enough to receive such letters to _turg all_ or parts of them
into the Publications office. Let’s
show the boys that we are really
interested in what they are doing
for us.

Since he loves to banter around
the "great big" words, Orson Is
probably the type of guy that
would give a small boy orders like
this at Christmas time: "Offspring
of the male species, since we are
now entering the yuletide season,
it is time for you to send your
typographical aspirations to the
mythological deity of _benevolence
moniy k
arctic region yet omnipresent."
Poor non-economists that we are,
we would probably have to resort
simple orders like: sonny, since
Christmas is near, you should
write your letter to Santa Claus."
Quit your bordn’,1 Ones.
Anyone interested in Owing basketball for the elass_g_!W in
the mixer game against the fresh,
contact me as soon as possible.
.-. Los Long.
Sophomores: See you all at the
For Sepia Only dance tonight in
the Student Center.
-Tom Marshall.
...There will ben meeting of ’Pt
Nu Sigma at 12:30 today in room
887. The hospital trip will be
discussed. Please come.
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JUST RECEIVED!

Adorable Crisp New
PEA SA11113 ’MUSTS
1.98 to 3.98
-1kr7I Maid thhigo ever in Organdy and Batiste with
applique. braid Or din’ Waled peasant embroidery. Peter
Pan cam, drawoiring typos . . . high V-neck, round
or square neckline

SLUM’S NEW

PEASANT SHOP -
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TIME TRIALS FOR
SWIMMERS IN POOL
THIS AFTERNOON

FRESHMAN AND VARSITY
RESERVES IN CAGE TILTS
TOMORROW NIGHT
ominia
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Messrs. "Scrappy" Squatrito and Charles Cook
Spartan Daily Sports Editors
Jose State College
San Jose, California
Dear Gentlemen:
Just a few lines to tell you how I appreciate reading the Spartan
Daily every day, and how much enjoyment I get from keeping up with
-11parisi-spee1iTabaril-14 follow-a-person’s favorite pastime some
hill Ilia away, but the Spartan Daily keeps it before me. I have
immegeilL in see the Spartans in action when they met Loyola and
Whittier on the gridiron, and a few years back at C. 0. P., but aside
from those great games, I have to depend on the sports page of the
Daily, on which I had so much fun several years ago editing before
having the honor of serving as editor-in-chief of the Daily. That was
about 1937, I believe.
In going back over some clippings, I find that an error has crept
into your main story in the January 7 edition-concerning the San
Jose contest with St. Mary’s Pre-Flight. Yon stated that it would be
the second time Hank Luisetti would have performed against a Spartan team. However, I have before me two clippings which tell of close
victories by Stanford over the Spartan cagers.
On Dec. 5, 1934 (oLliving of Dec. 7), the Daily sports page tells
how LEWIS! and "Rade Moore-lod the Indlens7ta-a_ivin, 31-34. San
Jose led 1114 at the half with the Stanford outfit able to score only one
field goal. The visitors opened up in the second half to come from behind. Big Art Stoefen looped three Held goals through in the final
minutes to help the Indians. Bill Hubbard started Capt. Mel DeSelle
and BM Crawford at forwards, Ivor Thomas at center, and Ralph Johnson and Frank Carroll at guards.
Just about a year later, Dec. 7, 1937, Stanford took a 45-38 victory
over San Jose. Again it was Luisetti, who scored and passed to Stoefen
on some more beautiful playing. San Jose came up to 41-37 with four
minutes .to play, but Stanford again pulled away. Starting for the
Spartans were Charlie Bendeich and Swede Smerafelt at forwards,
Bill Radunich at center, and Frank Garroll with Bob Kohn at guards.
The following year the Spartans went on to upset Santa Chira in
the "Big game" at the Civic Auditorium.
,Thanks again for your good columns and accurateseviarage. Give
my’ regards to Dolores Freitag.
Yours truly,
WILBUR R. KORSMEIER.
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. Baseballers Cy Taylor, Chuck Kelly,
Just picked here and yon
and Jim Chirdoci jxrihing a sports writer with 23 cents to have him introduce a certain high-scoring lisiairetbddl star to- a very beautiful blonde
Spartanette . . . Pete Solidi all-tourney champ and one of Atherton’s
night patrolmen telling of the time a colored women turned white
when dead. It seems that Bolich was to investigate the death of a
Negro woman. Upon arriving on the scene, Pete, after taking one look
at the body remarked, "Gee, they get awful pale when they die." He
was informed later that the women (who died from a heart attack)
was of German descent and not negroid . . . Members of the Varsity
house "Canvass backs" being peeved at frosh cage coach Bill Perry
for calling off Friday’s tussle between the two groups . . . Energetic
Ivan Olson suggesting that only Spartan Blocks be allowed on the
campus. . . Grunt and Groan coach Sam Della Maggiore matching his
San Jose High school squad against his State freshman team and then
acting as referee. How could he lose?
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YEARLINGS WARM UP-FOR LINENMEN

By
"SCRAPPY" SQUATRITO

Editor’s Note:-Always glad to hear from fans (pro or con). Yesterday’s mail bag brought in a letter from Wilbur Korsmeier, former
Spartan Daily Sports Editor and Editor in Chief. At the present time
he’s the publicity manager for Whitler college.
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SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

EDITORS: Charles Cook, Sebastian Squatrito

Frosh Score Unimpressivellin
Over Mountain ViewProduce Team
By 40-30 Count Yesterday In Gym

FROSH, BULLDOG
MAT RESULTS
121 lb. - Rockwell (SJH) defeated Blaisdell (F) fall, 1:15,
2nd period.
128 lb.-Tate (S.IH) defeated
Hill (F) fall, 1:40, 1st period.
136 lb. - Wastfall (SJH) decisioned Sota (F), 104.
138 lb. - Borg (F) decisioned
Johnson (SJII ) 7-8.
145 lb.-Miser (F) defeated Fans& isms) fall, 1:30,
nod.
155 lb. - Vick (F) defeated
House (Sal) fall, 2:00, 2nd
period.
175 lb.-Lefler (F) declsioned
Olham (SJII) 5-0.
185 lb.-Raynor_An_defeated
Rogers (Sal) fall, 1:27. 1st
period.
Hvy.-Hallen (F) defeated Tobin (SRI) fall, 1:40, 1st
period.

Overpowering a tired but game Frozen Foods five from
"Mountain View in the last half, San Joie State’s freshman basketball team scored an unimpressive win by a score of 40 to
30 last night in the college gym.
Leading by a score of 22 to 19 at the end of the first half,
the Frozen Food quintet, handicapped by a lack of reserves,

SWIMMERS HOLD
Spartan swimmers make their
first showing of the season today
at 4:00 when they tackle each other In an inter-squad meet Coach
Claude Horan, former swim star
here, stated that the meet would
really be time-trials, but would be
run as a regular meet.

Jupiter Pluvius
Slows Diamond
Maoach Hopeful
By JOHN BRICKELL
Due to the liquid sunshine which
has been drenching San Jose recently, the baseball team has been
unable to hold practice. If all goes
well and the weather holds, however, Coach Milton Lanyon
to take his charges out to Spartan
Field either Friday or Monday.
Biggest weakness of last year’s
team was hitting. This year things
will be different. "We’re going to
lay stress on hitting all season,"
All members of the baseball
team will meet in room 6A (Art
building) today at 4 p.m. It
is Imperative that allattend!

-Entries for tho--various events
as follows’ Medley relay: Don
Sorenson, back; Roger Friney, said Lanyon. He prom
breast; Ed Rudloff, crawl. 50 yard of batting practice for the boyS.
freestyle: Gordon Phillips, Joe According to Lanyon, hitting is, in
Weitzenberg, Jack Daly. 220 -yard: a great measure, a matter of conBob Hartranft, Moe Richardson. stant practice.
Diving: Frank Petty, Gus Meson.
INFIELD INTACT
100 yard freestyle: Gordon PhilLast year’s ’infield will be praclips, Joe Weitzenberg, Jack Daly. tically intact. It is interesting to
back: Don,- Soren n: -note- that. -this-group bad alighting
Patrick O’Daley. 200 yard breast- average of nearly .900. Several outstroke: Ed Rudloff, Moe Richard- fielders have been showing real
son.
440 yard: Carl ’Hazeltine, prospects in both the fielding and
Moe Richardson.
Four-man re- hitting departments. With plenty
lay: Roger Frelier, Ed Rudloff, of reserves to fall back on, a realGordon Phillips, and Joe Weitzen- ly potent team should take the
berg.
field for State in the coming camMeets
have
been
definitely P9121).
scheduled with Stanford, CaliforThe schedule is rather indefnia, and the Olympic club; and inite yet. Games with Stamford
negotiations are under way for a and California are fairly certain.
meet with Santa Clara, according On the fire is a possible tussle
to Coach Horan.
with the Broncos of Santa Clara.
Other possibilities include St.
Mary’s and San Francisco State.
Not being overlooked in the sch3dule are the many service teems
In this area.
Fine competition
from those squads is a certainty.
LIFE HISTORY
Civic auditorium,
Handling this year’s edition of
a chance that the service aggregation’s manager, former Heavy- the Spartan baseball team will be
Mr. Milton Lanyon. Mr. Lanyon
weight Champion Max Baer, will
Is a native of San Jose and attenddon the gloves for-an exhibition ed school in this town.
match, and also because the boys
The new coach played baseball
In khaki are almost certain to for several years, starting with
hava-n_rtagged boxing team. - ,
the sandlot variety,. progressing
Portal’s charges know that they through bush lean), MIMI sad
will have to be in the best of con- into semi-pro. Therm year, bleb&
dition for their fights with the ed three seasons on the San Jobe
Army sluggers, so they are taldng State varsity.
Lanyon graduated from SJS in
advantage of the two-week breather in a positive instead of a nega- 1928, after majoring in both teachtive way. The natural inclination ing and art. Oddly enough, he
is to let down, and take it a little took a position as a physical edueasy-but the Spartan pugilists are cation teacher in Bakersfield after
doing Just the opposite; they’re finishing school.
training harder than ever.
From Bakersfield, Lanyon went
24 Canna Thence to Moreland
Marine Reservists:
Important county licheel in this county, OS
meeting today at 4:00 in the Stu- principal. After several years at
dent Union. Captain Monte!) will Moreland, the baseball mentor sespeak Friday at noon in gee lath cepted a job as physical ad teacher
at Willow Glen Junior high.
Theater.-MeCWaby.

Don -HaasTakes 6usRoque’s Place Otfloxing Team;
repares for Tanforan Army Camp Meet Next Week

"

KII1NNY HUBBARD Gait Saline, sensational 127-1b.
battler, who left college and the
Spartan boxing team two days ago
to go into active Naval Al, -Corps
service, ’rill go away knowing
that he hoe left the fate of his
partkinne weight division in very
’good hands.
For, although Roque’s loss will
be felt keenly, Don Haas will still
be around to uphold State’s honor
in the lightweight class. Despite
the fact that Don was decisioned
by Gus in the All-College meet,
anybody who saw him in action
against the Cal Aggies last Friday
will vouch for the fact that he has
come a long way since the intraschool bout.
.
Haas’s showing against his opponent in Davis was little short of
amazing-he had, somehow, in just
a little more than
week, incorporated some of the ’fanciest
maneuvers known to man in his

Comte,-- punching,
beating his man to time punch, inside and outside slips-Haas used
them all as if he had been prac-

repertoire.

ticing them for months. - --So ring Coach Dee Portal still
tentially good enough
a man
e Pacific
to go a !Ong way
coast Championship matches, which
will be held some time in the latter part of March.
Meanwhile the rest of the boxing team Is hard at it over in the
small room of the Men’s gym getting into shape for next week’s
meet.
Camp
Army
Tanforan
(Note: Yesterday’s Spartan Daily
had the Stanford fights and the
Tanforan fights "vice-versed". Portal’s men clash with the Army
team next Thursday, February 4,
and with Stanford on February
11.)
.,The bouts with Tanforan ought
to draw a good crowd into the

"A4.1

were held to _eight pointit by -the- frosh in the second half, while the
latter rang up 21 points.
First to score in the game, the
visitors held the biggest lead of
the entire game at the end of the
first period when they were out
in front of the frosh by a 10 to 4
score. Pierre Martinet and Mark
Kennedy contributed the two lone
buckets for the Sparta babes in
the first canto.
In the second quarter, the frosh,
led by Paul Mallon who was hotr tWit C fire cracker, matched
the Mountain View boys basket for
basket and brought the score up
to 19 to 22 by the time the whistle
had ended the half.
Showing more scoring power in
the second half of the tilt, the
frosh "turned on the heat" and ran
away with the score. Again Mallon was hot in this half and ran
his total for the day up to 15 before he was taken Out by coach
Perry for a -nmek_tleserved
rest. Perry uncorked a new scoring threat in the final half in Bob
Silva. Silva hit his stride late In
the game and scored six quick
points to help put the game on
ice for the locals.
Still ragged on both defense and
good form. This brings their total
offense, the fresh at times showed
wins up to nine to date as against
five losses.
Tomorrow the frosh meet the Exchange Linen team from San Jose
In a return engagement. The frosh
dropped their first game to the
Linen boys earlier this season. The
game will St
at 6 o’clock as a
preliminary
to the JVNaval Reserve tilt.
The latter
game is slated to start at 8, announces coach Ed Blesh.
SAN JOSE FROSH
Fg. Ft. Pp.
Pouey
1
3
I
Martinet
I
Mallon
Kennedy
I
111
Vroom
Parker
Silva

emfgement

IMINP

MI=

MI=

Totals

4,4I
113
MOUNTAIN WW1
71*---71.-111VJacobson
1
1
Shnin
11,
Randarieh
12
Coppel
Moore
1
2
Totals
30
Free throws missed:
San Jose - Mallon, Vroom, Parker, (3).
Mountain View - Jacobson 3,
Kandarich 2, Coppel 2-(7).
Officials--Hal Sonntag and Bert
Robinson.
At long last Mr. Lanyon was
able to return to one of his main
Interests when he took over the
post of art teacher here at State.
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Student Council Discusses Gripes
Raised At Dinner Against Faculty

By LOREN NICHOLSON
Two mast interesting revelations of student rights came
out of the discussion of organisation dinner gripes at the studint council moo** Thesday night.
Students at the dinner announced that in the past some
teachers have failed to live up to the rule of not giving examinations the week before finals. Dean Pitman. parliamentarian
for the council and faculty representative, stated that students
should contact Harrison Heath of
the Psychology department or
him immediately when an examination has been scheduled for, the
week before finals.

Tom Pagenhart,
liberata Ruscigno
Represent State

If Logs In Trig
Are Tough, They’ll
Kill You In PEV
By HARRY FARRELL
If you’re one of those in PEV
who’s been congratulating himself
upon successfully accomplishing
20 pushups . . . or completing the
Friday "commando raids" without
too much wear and tear . . . don’t
count your chickens, or you may
find you’ve been laying the eggs.
A peep at the plans for the new
PEV obstacle course, upon which
work began yesterday, will uphold
the wisdom of this.

Foreign Correspondent Will Speak
In Morris Dailey Auditorium Feb. 23
First of a group of three speakers who will appear at San
Jose State in the near future is Louis Fischer, well-known foreign correspondent and author, who is scheduled to appear
in the Morris Dailey Auditorium on February 23.
Having spent bet gunsiner in India interviewing Gandhi,
Nehru, and other imporkmt Indian leaders. Mr. Fischer is well

Collection Of
Butterflies On
Display In Library

Although the complete course
shotililThfrligirtira-month
Now exhibited in the new libraif labor is available and weather
Another question that came up
(Continued from page 1)
conditions favorable, G. E. Rudin, ry is a rare and brilliant display
for discussion at the dinner was give solutions and evaluations. Our State college carpenter, won’t
of mounted butterflies from the
what should aattadent do when he policy toward Latin America will make any predictions as to the
collection of Harold Madsen, presibelieves that a member Of the fac- be discussed.
date of its completion.--At pre.dent
of the local chapter of Beta
ant, work of skinning logs and
ulty is failing to teach or make
"Choosing of a topic will be left
Beta Beta, national biological frahimself clear. Mr. Pitman stated to student’s own initiative in the building the 18 traps, hurdles, and ternity.
that students had a perfect right oratory
contest,"
states
Dick barriers is being done by members
Madsen has obtained his speciof San Jose Technical High school
to go to Raymond Mosher of the Flower, debate manager.
mens
through the years by trading
carpentry
classes.
Psychology department, in charge
Accompanying the .oration must
The walls, ladders, fences, hur- with other collectors from all over
of corrective measures in teaching. be a 1000-word manuserivith
dles, pits, ad infinitem will be the world, mounting the butterWhen Mr. Mosher receives notice an outline of the speech.
himself. Many of -the-specistrewn between the Men’s and
of such things, he contacts the
mens
shipped from South America
f,giv
"LURE:BMW
TOPIC
.
Women’s gyms.
teacher and some kind of action
and India have arrived broken in
Debate will be the final section TWICE OVER BACKSTOP
Is taken.
of the tournament. "Curtailment
Reservists in PEV will twice as many as six or seven pieces reOther gripes discussed throughof Civil Liberties" will be discussed clamber over the backstop now quiring expert workmandhip in rethe
to
pertained
evening
out the
in this division.
ending their Friday workouts, at assembling the specimen.
possibility of having more dances
Recording
of
some
entries
Among the butterflies exhibited’
and
of
the beginning and end of the oblimit
time
the
on-campus, on
la a specimen of the famous leaf
dances, and financial gripes from presentation of keys to the win- stacle course.
In quick succession, after the mimic type an d- a ’large iridescent
various departments-whose -bud- ners will climax the affair. Speech
of
the backstop, Morphos.
gets were cut at the beginning of classes will be allowed to sit in on ’Kilt- climb
The brilliant coicws in the butseveral talks.
PEVeterans will go through the
this year.
Varsity debaters who will par- 7% -foot fork of a pepper tree near terfly wings are made more colorticipate include: Lola Croak Res the Men’s gym, run through a ful under the bright lights and glass
Gardiner, Tom Griffin, Amebae Ur checkerboard maze of logs, ascend reflection of the showcase in the
citinola, Tom Pagenhart, Liberate and descend an 8-foot log ladder, main hall of the library.
RuseIgno, Francis Stoffels, Keith jump a 10-foot "stream," and
Beta Beta Beta is in charge of
Thomas, Bette Toland, Eleanor hurdle the horseshoe backstops.
exhibits in this showcase throughWagner, Phyllis Wakefield, Joe Di
Then they will go through a out the year. Assisting Madsen in
Maggio, Carmen Fernandes, Mari- 5-foot trench, balance themselves the setting up of the present exan Sinclair, Suzanne Howard and for-a-short _Matance as they -run-Whit were -Catherine Reed and Ted
More student body dances
Nelson.
along an elevated log, climb a 6- -Fischer.- one of the gripes that came out
foot wall, and an 8-foot log-I-e1ieu-4-*
obstacle
of the Organization dinner recentthe Women’s
a post near will
will be
It The
next
be ea".
ly. This seemed to indicate a degym around which the would-be
sire for more dances on-campus,
commandoes must go before they
according to members of the stustart the final and perhaps tougher
dent council and Dave Coen, soInstallation of the newly elected half of the course.
A cast of veteran State dramatofficers of Km Sophian society, UGH-H-H-11-H1F11111HHHH:
cial affairs chairman.
ists and several newcomers will
Requiring a neat bit of twisting
Wilpus sorority/ for the spring
Coen reported -ToIW council semester, wai ‘held last night in and squirming, theArst_ problem enact Lillian Hellman’s realistic
play._ ’The _Little Foxes", next
that It would be impossible to
on the return trip will be in reality week, Thursday, Friday, and Sattheir weekly meeting.
remedy the situation this quarter
Newly installed officers are three obstacles in one. The PEV urday in the Little Theater.
because of the complexities inMarge Behrman, president; Lu- man must crawl under a log two Tickets are now on sale in the
volved. ’Money is no object in
cctte De Canniere, vice-president; feet off ,the ground. Several feet Speech office. They are 28 cents
the giving of dances at the present
1Margaret Bone, secretary; Beverly farther on he must top a 5-foot for student body members, and 55
time because we are not using orBuckingham, treasurer; Virginia fence, and then emerge from un- cents for outsiders and faculty
chestras, and the dance conunittee
Dorsey, sergeant-at-arms; Nancy der a second 2-foot log.
members.
has ample cash on hand," the
Then he will take in stride a
Buckingham, reporter; Jeannette
Jack Hume, who plays Horace
said.
chairman
Owen, inter-society representative; 2% -foot log hurdle . . . not too Gidderui, is well known for his raIt is necessary to arrange dates
Jeannette Rankin, AWA represen- difficult, but capable of giving dio work, being an active member
for dances almost a quarter ahead,
tative; Luzanne Phillips, custodi- one a nasty flop if one fails to of KSJS and doing technical work
and new dates are not obtainable
clear it.
an; Cay Doane, historian.
at the present for KQW. Jack
cannot
be
now. The Men’s gym
Over the horsesloe backstop has played in "Ah, Wilderness",
’Members initiated into the socieused for dancing until the end of
again, and then the athlete will go "The Rivals", and "Dust of the
ty recently are:
this quarter bacidis4 It leaves the
-to-Ann Sweeney, Betty Barnard, In and out of a four-sided "bear Road".
floor too slippery for the basketBetW lIarReau, Georgie Bucking- trap" constructed 5 feet high of
.drama majors Barbara
ball games. It is also impossible
worm-fence Trelease, who plays the cruel Recriss-crossed,
ham, Anna May Dina. Virginia logs
to est janitors Co wax the floors
After this, twelve feet gina, has had a long and illustrious
Dorsen__Phyllis Zinser, Eva Giro, style.
_or clean up the gyms -M’W the
Clara Hawn, Marymne Hayes, hand-over-hand along a lost will ;tide career iit-litatir, playin
dances when they are given too
Betty James, Jeanne) liktatiaritiM help develop the reservists’ arms "Alt,
Wildernese,
"HaYfever",
often. "For these reasons it is esNash, Charlotte Lund, Roberta and shoulders.
"Hamlet", "Pride and Prejudice",
sential that we be patient," said
Ramsey, Jane Roberts, Sylvia RonFinal obstacle will be a V- "East Lynne", and has taken part
’Coen.
ring, Joan Rogs,.Lottise Sep?, Janis shaped trough through which the ,n Revelries for three years. Ed
Shepherd, and Deana Les Trani**. Orbit PEV man must run for a Ropolo, enacting -Oscar, although
Wm Lucy Lawson of the Speech short distance before again topping this is his first year here, has talcA
department Is adviser for the the backstop.
en part in "Pride and Prejudice"
Aroup.
and in the Christmas play. Stanfilifien-Uited that the following
Hollingsworth, ttlenteti
people report to the Health office
player, -who is playing Cal, The
Immediately to make an appointNegro servant, has also appeared
(Continued from page 1)
ment for fluoroscopy:
Any bugle-blower who possesses in the Revelries.
Ben Sanfillipo, Wayne Sargent,
A junior from Sacramento J. C.,
Under the auspices of Iota Delta such great physical strength as to
Georgia Saunders, John Schulz,
Edwina Scilacci, Clay Sheets, Janis Phi, French honor society, a charge up and down stairs, yelling where he played many roles, Milt
Shepherd, Alfred Shepperd, Ken- French film, "Ballerina", will be at the same time that he is Teddy Brietzke is enacting Ben Hubbard.
neth Sherman, Virginia Sherman, presented at the Hester theater Roosevelt, should tryout for the Milt is already a member of KSJS
part of Teddy, the other insane and last summer received a scholMaxine Sipes, Alice Sloane, Jean on Thursday, February 18.
arship to attend the Priscilla
Members of Iota Delta Phi will brother.
Smith.
Others in the cast include the Beach Theater in Massachusetts.
Dorothy Sommer, Robert Soren- enact, the same evening along
son, Margaret Staggs, Julia Stan- with the movie, a one-act French rum-soaked Dr. Einstein, Jona- He is now a member of the Plymley, Lula Starkle, Geraldine Ste- comedy, "Le Retour de Marquis", than’s brainy accomplice; the Rev- outh Drama Festival Alumni assoerend Dr. Harper, four fast-talk- ciation, and also of Delta Psi Omevens, Helen Stevenson, Ed Stock- by Tristan Bernard.
ing Irish cops; Mr. Witherspoon, ga, national drama society. Hailton, Alva Stout, Nettie Suhlsen,
head of an Insane asylum; Mr. ing from Monterey, where she took
Mildred Siroboda, Norma Tate,
Senior Council Members: ReGibbs, one of the ladles’ victims. part in the productions of the
Gloria Teresi, Wilma Toft, Grace
member meeting tonight In
Scripts may be obtained in the First Theater in Melodrama,’ CharTorchio, Veronica Tolario, Alonzo
room 24 at 7:00. All please be
reserve room for hour or over- lotte Wales will portray the unToth, Lois Trout, Gifford Troyer,
there.-Dan Meehan.
happy Birdie.
night use.
, Elwyn ’rudder.

Dave Coen Gives
"Reasons Why"
No-. S.I_Dances

EROS INSTALL
NEW OFFICERS

Fluoroscopy

’THE LITTLE FOXES’
PLAYS NEXT WEEK

-

Iota Delta Phi
Presents Movie

Play Tryouts

informed about their habits and
Ideas, and will have as the subject
of his talk "The Riddle of India".
Mr. Fischer is also credited with
being the greatest American authority on Russia, where he lived
for fourteen of his eighteen years
as European correspondent of
Nation. His, The Soviets in W-Oira
Affairs, Machines and Men in Russia and other books on that country are standard references.

Tb

- He also spent time in Crmany
wore thawwite -was-ofteIt-in-tfia
Balkans, in France and in England. He covered the war in Spain,
and was in France when this second World War began.
Sponsored by the Student Christian asenation, Mr. Fischer’s talk
will begin at 8 o’clock. Following
it on March 4 and March 31 will
be’ appearances of Betty Barzin,
Anglo-Belgian journalist, and Joseph James, authority on Negro
folk song.
Tickets for the entire series are
$1.10. No special student rate has
been made se this low pricabaa
been pet so that many peOPle cen
attend these three lecture*.

NEWMAN CLUB
MEMBERS DISCUSS
PLANS TONIGHT
"Plans for the etuveat-quarter_
initiation and dinner, will be’ di.cussed by Newman club members
at the regular weekly meeting tonight at 7:30," according to Barbara Healey, president.
Dancing, bowling, ping-pong and
pool will follow the meeting, and
all Catholic students are asked to
attend.
"Students in literature courses
are invited to come over
the club’s library. We have several volumes of Shakespeare, Dickens, and Milton," states Bill Lavin,
recreational chairman.

’

War Song
(Continued from page 2)
A song make’ their living the easier to
thinking-Of Johnny todayDearest Johnny, my son fair and
tall*
ssv h/411117-11annt- and ter,
As he answered our loved counOVA OW
I watched him enlist, and my
begirt miled with pride,
In this soldier my own body bore,
In hope and faith I’ll abide,
Till Johnny comes home from the
war!
I’m

I’ll dream of my Johnny tonightBlue-eyed Ilohnny,- so tall and so
fair.
I know he’ll stand up to-the --fliTst
With the best of the lads "Over
There"!
For the lad that I love is both
tender and brave,
His stout heart is true to its core;
I’ll cherish the last kiss he gave
Till Johnny comes home from the
war.
- Frank ,Callahan.
Other students who will take
part in a State production for the
first time are Frank Savstrom,
who plays Leo; Bette Gardner,
wWs portrays Ateliondrel Den
Pleshette as Marshall; and Jacquie
Jurgensen as Addle.

-

